Celebrating Three Decades of Piaget's Possession Collection

Commemorating a special anniversary for the renowned Swiss jeweler with a look at extraordinary pieces and how Olivia is styling them.
"Dazzling, artisanal, and extraordinary," are all words that Olivia’s used to describe the talented craftsmanship behind Piaget’s timepieces and jewelry. Stemming from her love of heirlooms, mixing-and-matching, and the power jewelry has to amplify a look, Olivia’s always been drawn to the historic brand’s unexpected and meticulously crafted gold designs. The iconic, Swiss maison’s journey began in 1874, but it was 1990 when the Possession collection was originally unveiled featuring a unique yellow gold ring, which had a twirling center band. This turning gesture was meant to become a ritual for the wearer, acting as a talisman that could perhaps bring good luck with every motion. Today, all Possession pieces represent joy and movement, whether crafted in yellow, white, rose gold, or paved with diamonds, and all have a spinning element to the inspired design.

To commemorate the collection’s 30th anniversary, Piaget has released three yellow gold bangles and one limited-edition timepiece that each pays homage to the original Possession ring that started this legacy. The brand has always championed the strength and extraordinary qualities of the women they featured, so Olivia was honored to take part in the celebration. “To me, the collection represents a turning point for an extraordinary moment in your life. Possession definitely reflects my mood because it’s colorful, there’s lots of movement, there’s lots of sparkle, it’s playful, a little bit like my personality,” says Olivia.
Piaget Possession sliding pendant rose gold, pendant rose gold malachite, and open bangle yellow gold; Ulla Johnson sweater and skirt; Intimissimi bralette.

"Possession definitely reflects my mood because it's colorful, there's lots of movement, there's lots of sparkle, it's playful, a little bit like my personality."

OLIVIA PALERMO

Each elegant design that Olivia showcases can be styled in a myriad of ways—offering endless possibilities based on the wearer's preference. Part of what makes every Possession piece so distinctive and versatile is the movement. Pendants can be slid and adjusted to desired lengths along their chains while bangles and rings can be worn individually or stacked together beautifully. Have fun with the eye-catching earrings as they can be worn as studs only, made longer with added connecting beads, or worn asymmetrically (as Olivia chose). The open rings and bangles feature diamond-paved turning bands at their ends, offering a playful yet special touch to the precious pieces.
Whether the turning point in your life is upcoming nuptials, a big birthday, a remembrance of an accomplishment, or simply any occasion, Piaget Possession sparklers make a striking addition to every jewelry box and outfit. Learn more about the collection [here](#) and then shop Olivia's most-treasured creations.